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A conspicuous restlessness among artists and curators have them abandoning their
studios, workspaces, and routines, not only in pursuit of a subject but also of a practice.
Frequent, recurring and extended stops are points on a trajectory with an indefinite end
and undetermined destination, though the usual stations are familiar: international
biennials, residencies, and academic institutions. An unwillingness and sometimes an
inability to settle, coupled with the attraction of other less-known and more brightly
glittering places has led many to identify themselves with the “new nomads”. This type of
life, with all its attendant benefits and images of success is like any other mirage: it
sparkles, it is seductive, but it is not there. Where is this place between borders and who
are the new nomads?
This collection of ten short essays published by apexart and edited by Steven Rand and
Heather Felty problematises the practice and trend toward a nomadic life among artists
and curators. A few of the remarkable commonalities among the contributors include a
shared interest in identity issues and a fascination with changing borders, as well, almost
all of the contributors try to differentiate nomads from migrants. Deleuze and Guattari’s
1227: Treatise on Nomadology serves as a key source for many of the writers here, and the
wildly varying interpretations that appear in this book show just how little has been agreed
upon when defining the word “nomad”.
Niels Van Tomme’s stand-out essay gives an excellent and succinct analysis of the
terminology by criticising the use of the word “migrant” as it relates to “our celebration of
the so-called new nomadic lifestyle”. He asks how one can “possibly conceptually link such
alienating and incompatible existential conditions when one’s lifestyle depends on the
smooth global flow of cultural capital and artistic exchange?” He cites a case where local
inhabitants (migrants) in Lampedusa set up a “Museum of Immigrants” at their own
expense, and points to this as a reference where the global art worker may find “novel
ways of joining the fight against the injustices these people invariably face,” instead of
associating their own artistic plights with severe hardship and the disenfranchisement of
migrants.
Pascal Gielen [www.onlineopen.org/the-art-scene] also sharply criticises the romanticisation
of the nomadic life, arguing that, “the positive aura that today is fairly smoothly generated
around travel, mobility, agility, unattachment, and even homelessness makes it likely that
the term has become part of an ideology…” He thus produces the neologism,
“nomadeology”, a clear departure from Deleuze and Guattari’s “nomadology”. Gielen
discusses the role of the artist as one with a highly individual position and definitively links
this position to problems involving authorship, ownership, the art market and capitalism.
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He comes up with a brilliant and original thesis towards the end of the essay, concluding
that, “nomadism as an artistic strategy only makes political sense if it is communist”,
referring here specifically to the stateless, communist ideal.
Both of these arguments are of consequence, but neither of them address the difficulties
that the regular residency-hopper faces, including problems specific to artists and
curators who use residencies as a substitute for a home base. The essays fail to address
the unique demands placed upon artists, especially the pressure to contribute to local life
and to address local issues in their temporary abodes. More and more art-workers end up
without any of the local benefits: health care / insurance, language fluency, a stable
economy, and family ties. More attention should be paid to this sense of disempowerment
that often accompanies this constant movement, even though their mobility is often
considered a privilege.
The editors should be commended for introducing such a socially relevant topic at this
point in time, when it is still not too late to reverse, slow-down, or challenge current trends.
The book makes headway in terms of coming to a deeper understanding of the
potentialities of the word “nomad” as it explores the question of what happens to our
identity when we live between borders. But even with such a wide array of perspectives,
discussions that focus on how one might resist or avoid making nomadism either a
subject or practice are few. Furthermore, with the exception of a few sentences in Steven
Rand’s introduction, the notion of a portable home or office that one can pop-up anywhere
is hardly addressed. Rand refers to the light travellers as those who have everything they
need to feel at home on their computers. Mahita El Bacha Urieta, in her essay, echoes this
with her personal definition of home as “generally inside my own shoes.”
None of the authors address the sedentary mobile, or whom sociologist Zygmunt Bauman
refers to as the “global mobile elite,” those who have the privilege of living in time as
opposed to living in space. 1 This inevitably brings us back to Deleuze and Guattari’s
qualification of the nomad as someone who “moves, but while seated, and he is only
seated while moving…” 2 or rather, someone who moves in time but not in space.
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The book does present a few examples of what nomadism without physical movement
could entail: Mekbib Gemeda writes a sincere personal account of how language serves as
a means of cultural transformation and as a site of passage. Jimmie Durham’s
biographical narrative about his library and his memory adds something fanciful to this
collection, suggesting the notion that perhaps memory is a type of a nomad, or that a
nomadic life can be found through reading. Again, this is very different from the artworker nomad who sits in front of a screen. It is yet another omission on the part of
contributors to this book, which is strange considering that “mobility” has long been
defined as much more than mere physical movement.
It is only with this reading of mobility that Heather Felty’s introductory assertion that “you
have to be mobile to ‘make it’ in the art world” can have any value or make any sense. After
all, there is an obvious need to expand our definitions of “mobile,” “the art world,” and
“making it” and, fortunately, some of the essays in this small volume manage to do this.
Notably, Lamia Joreige circumvents questions of identity, borders, and semantics as she
admires those who stay put, refuse to learn and speak an international language and
refuse to let themselves be reduced to their identities. Her closing remarks bring to mind
the little-heeded call of artist Gustav Metzger’s Reduce Artists Flights (RAF) initiative in
2007, that invited “voluntary abandonment – a fundamental, personal, bodily rejection of
technological instrumentalization and a vehement refusal to participate in the mobility
increasingly endemic to the globalized art system.” 3 Though it’s an obvious reaction to
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the trend, staying in one place, even within borders, might also be one of the most
effective ways to gain political and personal agency.

Marianna Maruyama (1980, California) is an artist based in the Netherlands. Through
writing, audio recording, drawing and play, she looks for ways that sound and movement
facilitate an understanding of position. Orientation and voice, specifically loss of position
as it relates to loss of voice are dominant themes in her practice. She studied at Oberlin
College (USA) and the Dutch Art Institute and moved to the Netherlands from Japan. See
further: www.mariannamaruyama.com.
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Footnotes
1. Zygmunt Bauman, The Individualized Society (Cambridge, UK: Polity
Press, 2001).
2. Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism
and Schizophrenia (London: Athalone Press, 1988).
3. Max Andrews Web, reduceartflights.lttds.org.
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